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F��� — D ��������� Vibrotactile display of dynamic elements

F ����� � .�� : A group finding their way to a mutually-convenient meeting point
using our prototype system. Each participant in the group feels vibrotactile feedback
when pointing toward the group’s central point. The beacon’s position is dynamic,

adjusting as the positions of each member change.

in place. This dynamic central point is an ideal position for participants to aim for
when they attempt to meet up.

Previous work has investigated group behaviours when attempting to meet up,
but these have used visual-based systems. Axup et al. [4], for example, used text
messages to co-ordinate a rendezvous, but found that the visual attention required
to operate the system forced users to alternate their attention between the screen
and the environment to avoid walking into obstacles. Colbert [24, 25] found that
to rendezvous in unfamiliar locations required more communication than familiar
locations, and Dearman et al. [30] found that, in a study of pairs rendezvousing,
the majority chose a meeting location that was a middle point, with only one pair
choosing a landmark. Further work by Dearman et al. [31] found that participants
often maintained continual awareness of partner and meeting locations throughout
the process.

In this section we describe the design and evaluation of a prototype designed to
use tactile feedback as an aid for dynamic group rendezvous. We aim to address the
issues highlighted in previous work, and also to show how the display of a group’s
central point can be used as a successful cue for supporting meetups.
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F ��� — S������ From dynamic to socially-shaped navigation

F ����� � .� : Our socially-shaped navigation approach links shared geotagged social

media data to potential route options. Left: when little or no content is available, the

feedback area (shown in blue) is small, aiming directly at the goal as in our earlier

static navigation prototype. Right: when more content is available, the feedback area

expands to indicate that this location is often shared, and so may be worth exploring.

No indication of actual route availability is given, however.

social media for navigation this dispersion gives the data extra value. By constructing

several unique views of publicly-shared geolocated content, we are able to offer the

possibility for custom social tours through public spaces. Choosing pictures might

help the user explore the most scenic parts of a park or nature reserve, while the

use of social network status updates could hint at the most popular places during a

live music festival. Although clearly inferior in absolute accuracy to location maps,

we believe this approach offers particular benefits in those scenarios where maps

struggle to keep up with changes in scenery (such as live events), or when context is

important and, for example, a person walking alone might take a different route than

when walking with friends.

By retrieving these located posts around a navigating user, we are able to build

on our previous social navigation work to construct a social representation of a ped-

estrian’s surroundings. Using the same variable feedback approach as our previous

dynamic navigation design, the positions of social media (instead of route possibil-

ities) from Twitter and Panoramio3 were used to predict potential ‘paths’ between

the user’s current position and the goal (see Fig. 5.5). Media locations that added

more than 25 % to the direct distance between the navigator and the goal were again

discarded. The number of routes from the user’s location through each permutation

of social media items was used to expand and contract the feedback area, using the

same minimum (60°) and maximum (120°) angular widths as previously. In addition,

3
http://www.twitter.com • http://www.panoramio.com
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F��� — D ��������� Personal projection for physically grounded displaying

F ����� � .� : Interaction with our prototype system. Left: Users browse their envir-

onment while on the move, discovering location-specific information via vibrotactile

feedback. Centre: Once discovered, projection is activated, allowing in situ display

of content. Right: At any point, users can tilt their phone back to capture a copy of

the selected item on their mobile device.

F ����� � .� : The prototype in use, showing a user selecting content from a cluster

of images by pointing the device itself. Sensor data is used to correct for device

movements and image skew to allow selection of individual items by moving the

device, rather than a pointer. The current selection is highlighted by the system in

each image.

for a visual pointer, or indeed any method for touch-based interaction; instead, the

user points using the projector itself.

4.2.1 Pico projection challenges

While our design shows how this type of interaction might work in future, in reality the

limitations of current pico projectors restrict its impact and usability. The process of

developing this projection prototype highlighted several crucial issues with personal

projectors – most notably their insufficient brightness, leading to poor visibility. While

there are many challenges for in situ projection, both social and technological, the
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F��� — D ��������� Investigating vibrotactile-supported displaying

VideoAudio

TextImages

F ����� � .� : Haptic displaying: pointing toward the four haptic areas (shaded)

triggers feedback. Haptic areas are 70° in width, and are centred around 45°, 135°,
225° and 315° from vertical.

to explore in more detail. In this prototype, pressing the SHAKE’s navigation button

whilst vibrational feedback is being felt causes the system to move into a displaying

mode, and also causes a distinct ‘zoom in’ vibrotactile pulse to be generated to indicate

to the user that they are focusing on a particular information hotspot.

Vibrotactile displaying

The system’s displaying mode is intended to help the user to browse the available

information about the place they have selected. However, instead of simply retrieving

and displaying all nearby geo-tagged data, any relevant data is first segregated into

four distinct clusters based on the types of information that exist at that place. Four

simple gestures in this mode allow the user to request text, audio, image or video con-

tent related to their current focus. Mindful of the complexity reported by users of our

earlier point-and-tilt prototype, we used a less complex four-way directional gesture,

with no distance element. This novel interaction method provides a straightforward

way for users to find and filter these specific types of location-related information.

By tilting the SHAKE to four corners around the location of their original target,

the user can detect the presence of each of the four categories of content via vibrotactile
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T���� — D ���������� Exploring the need for on-screen feedback

F ����� � .� : Specifying the distance of a selection. Left to right: the user takes the
device (highlighted in each image) from their side, points in the direction of their
selection and then tilts back to approximate the target’s distance. The angle of tilt

(shaded in the rightmost image) specifies the distance being selected.
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F ����� � .� : PDA screen displays from the three system modes. Left: aerial mode,
an aerial photo overlaid with a moving (rotating) arrow and two locations marked.
Centre: arrow mode, a simpler arrow-only view with the user currently marking a
location approximately 125 m from their present position. Right: eyes-off mode – only

the number of locations marked so far is displayed.

three modes uses the same point and tilt interaction method, but presents a different
on-screen display to the user (see Fig. 3.2).

The most screen-focused mode, the aerial mode, displays an aerial photo of the
user’s current location, overlaid with an arrow showing the direction in which they are
currently pointing the PDA. The arrow pinpoints the location that can be marked, and
adjusts in length and direction as the user moves the device. The aerial photo stays in
the same orientation regardless of device orientation – only the arrow rotates. This
design choice was influenced by previous work, which found that rotating the view
itself added confusion and did not help users [2, 121]. To select locations of interest,
users point directly at the target with the PDA in their hand, which rotates the arrow
to the correct direction on the aerial photo. They then tilt the device toward or away
from their bodies to refine the targeting, which makes the arrow shorter or longer.
When the arrow pointer is positioned over their desired target, the user presses a
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T���� — D ���������� Investigating vibrotactile-supported pointing

F ����� � .� : Vibrotactile feedback: the spread of the vibration area helps the user, at

point A, to determine the size of the target (i.e., the quantity of information available),

and the increase in vibration frequency toward the middle of the target guides them

to its centre point.

is used to allow users to confirm a selected target. The SHAKE is attached firmly

to the back of the UMPC so that any movements the user makes whilst holding it

are directly recorded. All data received from the SHAKE, including timings, button

presses by the user and logs of when vibrotactile feedback pulses were sent (and their

intensities) are recorded by the UMPC at all times. An external GPS receiver provides

location data.

Providing vibrotactile feedback on a device that is also used to gather sensor data

potentially introduces problems with sensor interference. In order to address this,

we first low-pass filter the accelerometer, magnetometer and gyroscope data, then

combine these to obtain a more stabilised orientation matrix. The Euler angle for

the heading obtained using this approach provides the system with a heading value

that fluctuates less than using magnetometer data alone would allow. This technique

introduces a small lag (approximately 200 ms), but we feel that this is acceptable to

counter the more significant usability problems that would arise if we were to leave

the sensor data unfiltered.

When the filtered compass heading intersects a nearby point of interest, the device

generates vibrational feedback based on the tangential distance from the centre of the

target, and increases the feedback intensity as the distance between the heading and

target centre point decreases. When providing feedback, closer targets occlude those

further away – we assume the user has an interest in the visible points of interest in

their immediate vicinity.
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